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SWITZERLAND'S PROGRAM OF NEWISSUES, 1979

On December 8 -- Just too late to be included in the January, 1979 TELL --
word was received on Switzerland's 1979 stamp program . . .the basic one, that is,
because postal stationery, paper changes, booklets and such usually are not
announced that far ahead of time.

FEBRUARY 21 : Four values in the annual PROPAGANDA SET I : Centennial of O .H.
Ammann's birth, famous builder of bridges in the U .S ., 20 cts . ; Fiftieth Fed-
eral Shooting Festival, Luzern, 40 cts . ; Esperanto World Congress in Luzern,
70 cts . ; Airport Basel-Mulhouse, 80 cts . (WHY THAT? It is underused, maybe . . .)

FEBRUARY21 : PORTRAIT STAMPS, V, featuring "Swiss by Choice," all immigrants
from other German speaking countries : Rainer Maria Rilke, poet, 20 cts . ; Paul
Klee, painter, 40 cts . ; Hermann Hesse, author and poet, 70 cts . ; Thomas Mann,
writer and dramatist, 80 cts.

APRIL	 30 (issue to be dispatched to subscribers on May 25) : EUROPE CEPT:
Basel City historic postbox, 40 cts . ; Transmitter station Jungfraujoch, 80 cts.

MAY 25 : PRO PATRIA	 ISSUE,	 CASTLES	 IV : Oron VD, 20 cts . ; Spiez BE, 40 cts .;
Porrentruy JU, 70 cts . ; Rapperswil SG, 80 cts . This completes that series.

SEPTEMBER6 : REGULAR	 ISSUE (and added value in the "Artisanry" medium va-
lues issue) : 3 SFr . : Saanen BE church baptismal font . This replacement value
(and the demise of the lowest value of the Evangelists set) was predicted here.

SEPTEMBER6 : PROPAGANDASET	 II : 100 Years Swiss Numismatic Society, 20 cts .;
" Year of the Child," 40 cts . ; 50 years of Swiss Radio "Hams," 70 cts . ; ESA:
European Space Organization, 80 cts.

NOVEMBER28 : PRO JUVENTUTE	 ISSUE, COMMUNAL COATS OF ARMS 	 II : Cadro TI, 20
cts . ; Rüte AI, 40 cts . ; Schwamendingen (now actually part of the city of Zü -
rich), 70 cts . ; Perroy VD, 80 cts . Likely there will also be a booklet.

On JANUARY 5, in addition, a new 5 Fr . booklet (2x10; 8x20; 8x40) with stamps
from-T977 Folk Customs series was made available in Bern, without fanfare.
Complete booklets could be first day canceled . The stamps are partially imperf,
at one or two edges, and until further notice NO TETE-BECHE/INTERSPACE SHEETS
are being made available for collecting or any other purposes.

Further details are available from the Swiss Philatelic Service, Parkterrasse
10, 3030 BERN, Switzerland . They usually have advance folders for all issues .
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WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW OR REJOINING A .H.P.S. MEMBERS:

1735 : Clarence D . WEISS; UT

1736 : Dr . Anton L. INDERBITZEN1; MD

1737 : Allan I . HOCK ; NY
1738 : Dr. Robert M . WOLDMAN ; OH

	

Coley RITTER should have been listed as J-1734
1739 : Craig S. WILLIS ; NJ

Addresses of A .H .P .S . members are not generally available ; but with the consent of a member
such addresses can be made available through the secretary or the treasurer of the Society.

THANK YOU ALL !I!

	

A .H .P .S . President, Vice-president, immediate past presi -

dent/editor-pro-tem, immediate past editor and diverse other officers express
their sincere appreciation and thanks for many holiday/year-end greetings re -
ceived from members . Regretfully it was not always possible to reply to all
well-wishers personally ; but we all appreciate your good sentiments/wishes!!

Rejoined:
Thomas R . WELSH II ; MI

Correction :

Resigned:
Gaston LOETSCHER
(#1608) ; Switzerland
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A .H .P .S . TREASURER'S REPORT PER 1978 . By RobertClarke

Well, I feel that we have had a very successful year during, 1978 . Eleven issues
of TELL were published, the auctions and the sales circuits have attracted a lot
of attention, our first meeting was held and about 30+ persons showed up during the
cold and snow in Milwaukee, and we have 430 members already paid for 1979 . Also,
as you can see from the figures above, we have what appears to be sufficient
capital to conduct society business during 1979! Always a good omen. The year-end
totals show that we overspent our 1978 income by only $93 .75 . But that's less than
1 3/4% ; now how do we show Uncle Sam how to keep his deficit spending to 13/4$!?
We just purchased 18 new Helvetia medals as AHPS awards for outstanding Swiss
exhibits in philatelic shows throughout the U .S . and Canada . Our supply of
stationery and recruiting brochures has been replenished and we have about a two
year supply on hand . The sale of catalogs worked well and provided an easy
opportunity for members to obtain them at a reduced rate.

Results of balloting was announced in the January, 1979 TELL and so the financial

duties will be turned over to Frank Young of Herkimer . New York. I'll still keep
the task of printing and mailing of TELL from "Little D" (Duncanville, Tx) which

is just on the southwest corner of Dallas (Big D) . Frank is a banker by profession
so you can see that the books will now be balanced at all times and kept in a
legible and orderly fashion, quite unlike the illegible writing of this geologist .
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PRO JUVENTUTE; 65 YEARS OF HELPING SWISS CHILDREN, by Ernest A . Kehr

(This article originally appeared in the November, 1973 issue of the S .P .A.
Journal . The author graciously updated this interesting overview for TELL.

Last November 28th marked the 65th anniversary of some of
the most interesting and popular of stampdom's special is-
sues, known by three generations of collectors as "Pro Ju -
ventutes ." No stamps in all philately have been more ea -
gerly sought by collectors, not only for their remarkably
interesting designs, but for their steadily increasing mar -
ket, value over the years . Nor have any done more for the
humanitarian benefit of the underprivileged.

The Swiss Pro Juventutes were not the first semi-postals of
the world ; that distinction goes to the short-lived pair is-
sued by New South Wales in 1897 for a consumptives' home in
Sidney . But they were the first which subsequently became
an annual national institution.

Back in 1912, the loosely organized Pro Juventute Foundati -
on decided to produce labels on the order of Christmas seals, "invented" by
Einar Holboell for Denmark in 1904, and adapted by other lands -- including
the United States -- soon afterwards . They were sold to the public for use
on letters or cards in addition to stamps for franking . Margarethe Goetz made
the design of a group of homeless children which was used for red-brown, car-
mine, and green
stickers that were
sold for 10 centi-
mes . The only in -
scription (at the
bottom) was "1912/
Much Sunshine dur -
ing the New Year ."

The sale of 1 .275.
939 of them encour-
aged the foundati-
on to produce the
new ones the
following year as the
funds received did
much to provide
homes, clothing,
nourishment and
care for waifs.

But the frugal Swiss,
ever alert to methods
of conserving energy
and savingcosts, came
up with a bright idea . After consultation with postal authorities it was de -
cided to issue postage stamps with a surtax in addition to actual franking
value .

	

The idea would serve several purposes . The collection of funds would
be undertaken by already employed post office clerks in every city and hamlet
in the land ; as sales of stamps are carefully controlled, the income would be
precisely known and accounted for ; there would be no need for special vendors .
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And so, on December 1, 1913, a special green stamp was released and sold dur -
ing the month of December, especially to be used on holiday greeting cards and
envelopes . It was designed by the same Eugene Grasset, of Paris and Lausanne.

who created the 1900 U .P .U . jubilee stamps, and
typographed by the Federal Mint in Bern . The
striking design shows the figure of Helvetia
with a background depicting the pyramidal Mat -
terhorn . perhaps the most famous mountain in
the world .

	

At the bottom is the inscription
"Pr(ice) 10 cent ." and the dates of postal val-
idity, "1 XII 13 - 28 II 14 ."

	

One half of the
cost was for postage, the other for Pro Juven-
tute Foundation programs . So readily available,
3,314,060 of these semi-postals were sold the
first year.

The following year, the series was temporarily
interrupted because of the European war, but in
1915 the next ones made their appearance . This

time there were two : a 5c for postcards, and a 10c for letters . Designed by
Wilhelm Balmer, a Bernese artist, they portray an Appenzell boy and a Lucerne
girl in the native costumes characteristic of these cantons .

	

They were typo-

graphed in green and red on buff-toned paper.

The next annual sets comprised three denominations : 3, 5 and 10c, and again
used the "native costumes" theme, showing those of Fribourg, Bern, Vaud, Wal -

lis/Valais, Unterwalden and Ticino . These sets also introduced a policy of
making the surtax less than the franking value except for the 5c stamp (3+2
and 10+5c).

Now they had proven their raison d'être. Pro Juventute stamps became an an -
nual, regular part of the postal issue program.

The idea of following a specific theme for a number of years had been decided
upon so that annual sets would embody a spirit of continuity in the repre-
sentation of the nation's heritage, culture and art .

	

In 1918, and until 1926,
the Swiss used cantonal arms against a background that symbolizes the major
industry of the district honored:
pearl beads for Geneva's Jewelry
trade ; grapes for Vaud wines ; gears
for Zürich precisionmachines; wheat
ears for Bern's farming ; fish for
the piscatorial industry of Zug ; or
time pieces for Neuchâtel's watch
factories ; etc.

In 1927, the set was confined to a
tribute to Heinrich Pestalozzi, the
famous educator whose work with
children is internationally known.
They marked the centenary of his
death .

	

-- For a few years, begin-
ning in 1929, famous scenes of
Switzerland were introduced for Pro
Juventute designs, with the first
ones produced by Joh . Enschede, of
the Netherlands, and the 1931 set
made for the first time by Courvoi,
sier Helio of La Chaux-de-Fonds .
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1932 brought a set with native sports pictures, but the next year a new "cos-
tumes" series was introduced . in addition to the three
costume stamps each of the sets also included the
portrait of a distinguished Swiss personality as designed
and engraved by the Swiss master artist, Karl Bickel.

In addition to two stamps, the 1937 set included a
sheetlet of both values to commemorate the 25th anni -
versary of these Pro Juventute issues . Another sheet-
let came in 1941, specifically to raise funds not on -

ly for children, but for victims of
the second World War .

	

In 1943, the
"flower" theme was introduced and used
for seven years before it was replaced
by butterflies and insects of the land.
Then, in 1958, came the "flowers" series that lasted for six
years, to be replaced by native animals . A third sheetlet was
issued in 1962, for the Pro Juventute's 50th anniversary.

Native birds made their appearance in 1968 . From 1973 to 1976
the "plants of the forest" theme was . represented by fruits,
flowers, poisonous and medicinal botanical specimens hikers
and campers are likely to encounter .

	

These were followed in
1977, with four kinds of roses, as represented by Anne Marie
Trechslin, Bernese graphic artist, the second such roses set.

The latest (1978) quartet once again returns to the "coats
of arms" subject . But this time the crests are those of small
communities, including Castasegna, in the Grisons valley of

Bregaglia, which has a mere 240
inhabitants . And once more, in
the background of the featured
crest we find symbolic and al-
most inconspicuous allegories
related to the respective com-
mune .

	

This clever art
technique was used for the Pro Ju-
ventute issues of 1918-1930
(except 1927 and 1929), as re-
ferred to earlier.

Today, not only Swiss indivi -
duals use Pro Juventute stamps
on holiday mail ; many large
and small business firms make
a practice of affixing them to
their letters .

	

This, coupled
with sales to overseas col-
lectors who appreciate their
purpose and attractiveness,
accounts for an average of
over 45 million stamps being
sold each year .
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VARIA, TRIVIA, NEWS AND OTHER INFORMATION FROM THE EDITOR-PRO-TEM ' S BINS

TELL has received official permission from the law section of the GD-PTT, Bern,
to reproduce in its monthly issues, stamps and cancellations of Switzerland;
but the Swiss law states that all such pictures must not be smaller than the
actual items .

	

Please keep that in mind (as well as U .S . laws dealing with the
reproduction of postage stamps) when submitting articles or reports.

Currently (March 1979) the Swiss National Council has a draft for a bill on
its spring session docket which may predetermine . if passed by committee and
the whole body, whether or not the current six half-cantons (Unterwalden up-
per and lower ; Basel city and country ; Appenzell inner and outer) are to re -
ceive FULL cantonal status, thus raising the number of cantons to a total of
26 . An initiative to this effect was launched in 1977 . received enough signa -
tures and was given to the federal chambers on March 21 . 1977 . A parliamentary
initiative by a national councillor from Basel City added weight to this de -

mand . The outcome is not at all predictable ; but with the creation of the new
Canton du Jura a number of "old hats and tresses" seem to be falling . Thus a
success of this double initiative is not to be ruled out altogether.

Some of you may wish to avail themselves of a little, well printed publication
from the GD-PTT -- in English -- called : PTT presents : SWITZERLAND . . .seen
through her stamps (1975) . The pamphlet is a bit out of date now because in
the list of philatelic offices the newest one, opened in Chur GR in December,
1978, is not yet listed ; but the 16 page full color production otherwise is a
very nice guide to several things philatelic in Switzerland .

	

I suspect that
a note to the Swiss Philatelic Service in Bern (address in this issue's adver -

tising pages) will bring you this folder ; but perhaps an international reply
coupon should be included.

The fourth (or is it the fifth) LINN's "Swiss Issue" (1978) certainly did a
lot to show to U .S . stamp collectors that there is a strong A .H .P .S . in exis -

tence in this country . For those of you who might want to get that issue, it
is most likely not too late to order it from the publishers at P .O .B.
29, SIDNEY OH, 45365, by enclosing a one dollar bill.

The following articles were used in the December 4 issue (titles not necessa -
rily identical to those in the paper) : An introductory description of A .H .P .S.
and its activities, by Harlan Stone ; Early	 Mail	 Communications (Fischer Posts)
by Charles LaBlonde, p .3 ; two advertisements (Superior Stamp and Walter Abt);
Military 	 "Stamps", by Rudy Schaelchli, p .20 ; The Pre-C2 Experimental	 Flight
Period	 of	 1919, by E. Auf der Maur, p . 40 ; The	 Bela	 Sekula	 Saga, by David A.
Maynard . p .43 ; Varieties are Rewarding, by Bob Zeigler, p .44 ; The Postmark and
Swiss Town of Tell	 City,	 Indiana, by Elaine Durnin, p .45 ; Try Campione for

Size, by Paul Carpenter, p .52 ; Catapult	 Mail (only partially Swiss in content)
by Alexander Newall, p .54 ; First	 Swiss	 Stamp' s Ties to the U.S., by Fred Les -

ser, p .57 ; Switzerland's	 Great Experiment (1798-1803), by John Barrett, p .62;

Swiss Army Championship "Stamps, " by Joe Schirmer, p .66 ; Cantonal	 Heraldry on
Swiss	 Stamps, by Edythe J . Rawnsley, p .70 ; Swiss	 Mountainto p Postmarks, by Er-
nie Kehr, p .72 ; and Moving the Swiss Mails, by Felix Ganz, p .74.
The only miscue occurred in "Stamp Trends" where in the past values of Swiss
stamps were given . This time the column featured South American countries!!!

A week later, in Linn's issue of December 11 . two more A .H .P .S . members ' con -

tributions were published : Pursuing	 Swiss	 Publicity Cancels . by Robert Rai -

ney, p .73 ; and Why Have Stamps Expertized, by Walter Abt, p .75, a reprint of
Walter's article in TELL of May 1 978 . And in the December 25 Linn's, Wing

Commander Bulstrode ' s article or Post-World War One: Swiss Trade Trains Abroad

With	 Military	 Escorts brought up the rear on p .74 . Thus : 100% acceptance and
success!

	

Thank you all, and plans for a 1979 Swiss issue should be made now .
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AWARDS : Rudy Schaelchli reports on a successful year of winning the following
with his exhibits : With a World War	 I	 exhibit he gathered a second at BEPEX,
a first at STAMPCO, a first and best in show in COPEX, and a first and best in
show in FARVEZ . That exhibit consists of Swiss soldiers issues . With his	 History
of Liechtenstein exhibit he received a first at BEPEX.

A used copy of the PERFIN HANDBOOK OF SWITZERLAND (1972) sold at the fall 1978
A .Weber-Keller postal entires auction for SFr . 38 . ($23 .) Orig .price was $ 2 .!!

Ed Chalfant (RIVIERA STAMPS) sent out a comprehensive list of available phila -
telic literature in December -- several of the items offered in xerox repro-
duction form of no longer available originals . If you are interested in Swiss
stamps to the point of wanting to know more about them, then drop Ed a note at
P .O .B . 6250, Santa Barbara CA 93111 . requesting the literature offer page.

Here is a picture of the 1978 inland postal
card which for one reason or another did not
get illustrated in this publication for se -
veral issues . It has an insignia in dark red
and is printed on cardboard stock with a new
watermark . It is available singly at post
offices and also in booklets of five cards
(no selvage) at offices and from vending ma-
chines if one throws in a SFr .2 .00 piece.

LIECHTENSTEIN'S STAMP PROGRAM PER 1979

The philatelic service office of the Principality (FL 9490 VADUZ, Liechtenstein)
has announced the following issues for the current year:

MARCH 8 : EUROPA 1979, two values, 40 and 80 Rappen (Rp .)
YEAR OF THE CHILD, three values (total SFr . 2 .80)

JUNE	 7 : 50 YEARS OF U .I .T .(CCIR) and AID for Intl. Development. Three val -
ues (total SFr . 2 .30)
STAINED GLASS WINDOWS, set II ; three values (total SFr .2 .20)

SEPTEMBER 6 :

	

W A T C H

	

I T !!! P 0 W W W !! Regular issue 20 Fr . (TWENTY)
stamp depicting Liechtenstein's Patron Saint

DECEMBER 6 : WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES, four values (total SFr .2 .70).
For Liechtenstein this is a very legitimate issue since she has
produced, over the last few years, world class skiers!
CHRISTMAS 1979, three values (total SFr . 1 .50).

Except for the "POWWW" high value (needed for airmail packets . etc .) this is a
very modest issue year . Total	 SFr .	 12 .70, plus SFr . 20 .00 . Grand	 total	 SFr .32 .70

UNITED NATIONS GENEVA STAMP PROGRAM PER 1979

U .N .P .A ., New York, published information on the release of issues in Sw .Frs .:
MARCH 9 : U .N .D .R .O . Against Disaster ; two values : SFr . 0 .80 and 1 .50

MAY	 4 : INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE CHILD ; two values : SFr . 0 .80 and 1 .10;

and a souvenir card (with U .S . and Swiss currency stamps)

OCTOBER 5 : FOR A FREE AND INDEPENDENT NAMIBIA

	

(again???) ; 1value: SFr.1.10

NOVEMBER

	

	 16 : INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE ; two values : SFr . 0 .80 and 1 .10
and a souvenir card (no details announced)

Total expense :

	

SFr . 7 .20 for one stamp of each postally valid issue .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND

CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND

LIECHTENSTEIN ; Part 72

By Felix Ganz

TELEGRAPH CANCELLATIONS ON STAMPS

No one knows everything -- luckily ; and if this instalment looks skimpy, incomp-
lete, or outright amateurish to someone in the know then PLEASE come forward and
shed some light on this chapter of Swiss mail cancellations . Yours truly knows
very little about these octagonal markings, except that he has about two dozen
such strikes -- a half dozen of them on cover -- in his collection and that from
those few items very little can be determined as far as "why", "when " , and %There'
is concerned.
Cancellations seen extend over a period from shortly after World War I to the mid-
1960s, and it is most likely possible today to post a letter somewhere that will,
in proper manner, receive a telegraph cancel instead of a postal or a train sta-
tion cancel . Items seen, quite logically, comprise special delivery letters, and
the reason for those receiving telegraph cancels is fairly evident : telegraph of-
fices until quite recently were open to patrons (and not only to telephone cus-
tomers) at late hours and on weekends . and thus it was possible to dispatch spe-
cial delivery items by going to the (postal) telegraph office, as a rule by pay-
ing a special hours fee in addition to the postage.
But items seen also include regular postal cards and letters, inland and abroad,
as well as a registered item and part of what looks like a parcel wrapper . So*
what ' s the secret, or what are, and were, the rules and regulations?

The Swiss telegraph system always has been part of the Swiss postalmonopoly, and
thus a federal institution . The service started in 1852, and from 1868 to 1886
it was necessary to affix special telegraph stamps to the forms submitted by the
patron to the telegraph clerk . On these special telegraph stamps, as well as on
the delivered telegrams and their covers one will find the octagonal telegraph
markings or cancellations, and most offices use these to this day for that
purpose even though many telegrams are now telephoned to the recipient, with a
message copy sent the next day by regular mail.
But WHEN does normal mail get the special distinction of receiving a telegraph
cancellation? On Sundays? After hours if one pays an extra fee? In large cities
where a telegraph office may be open round the clock : In telegraph offices in
railroad stations? In some midsize cities the special delivery and the telegram
delivery are combined in one office, hence perhaps the interchangeable use of
round, postal and octagonal telegraph cancellations . -- But any clues, any help
by any AHPS member will be duly appreciated and acknowledged . Thank you in ad-
vance : (The picture at top, right, shows a "joint" telegram/spec .delivery mark .)
Below are pictured a number of items on stamps . Most indicate "Telegraph" at the
top and the town at the bottom, and most feature a floating date line . Some have
a Swiss cross ; others have dots or small decorations between Lower &upper legend.
Telegraph marks from small towns have no date ; but no such strikes have been seen
used on twentieth century mail .
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Dear Members,
Here is such a variety of material that almost everyone will

find something for their collecting interests . Besides some really
nice stamps, please notice the small collection lots that have been
very popular in previous auctions.

Best of luck to all in Auction #33 . The closing date will be
March 20, 1979.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .60¢ U .S .
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, . . . By Fred R . [.Lesser

Serious stamp collecting is like any other effort in attainment . No matter
how successful (or wealthy) you are, there is always somebody ahead of you.
But the closer you get to the peak of the mountain, the more rarifled be-
comes the air and progress slower.

The majority of stamp collectors fall victim to an early frustration syn -

drome . No matter what you collect, which area, era, or period, whether mint
or used material, whether definitives or semi-postals, varieties or
officials, the absence of certain material can begin to shame or nag you into a
feeling of discontentment if not sheer inadequacy . This should not be soi

True, in these days of high prices for choice material and severe incursions
by speculative investors, the so-called 'must' material which a good collec -
tion is supposed to contain, is not only expensive but also difficult to get
hold of in a condition worthy of financial sacrifice . This accounts for the
fact that many collectors choose the easy way out by concentrating on less
expensive pastures where material is more readily and more cheaply avail-
able . The overall result is mediocrity in philatelic attainment and a boon
for postal administrations and their friends in the market place.

Very few stamp collectors enjoy or seek actively an opportunity to study
collections of others . Whether this is due to a change in our social mores,
lack of communications or Just laziness is difficult to answer . But without
comparing one's philatelic 'labor and love' with that of others, an objec-
tive assessment of one's own efforts is limited . Even stamp shows fail to
provide this opportunity . An exhibition of relatively small segments in any
philatelic era, a presentation of wordy explanatory comments supported by
stamps in a reference sense, or excerpts of collections consisting mainly of
specially selected philatelic material do not offer the same platform for
comparison purposes as a study of somebody else's collection in one's own
field of interest.

It has also been suggested that collectors' 'shyness' in allowing other col-
lectors to view their efforts is not unlike many people's reluctance to
appear in the nude . Very few bodies are really beautiful to look at, and
not many collections would withstand a critical and objective perusal .

	

But

without an objective evaluation by others, an eventual disappointment is
unavoidable. Regardless as to how altruistic the collector may feel, collect -
ing stamps without any reference to standards of traditions and established
values can only become acquisitional greed for acquisition's sake . On the
other hand, acquisitional greed if intelligently pursued and backed by real
knowledge has been the birthmark of many a great collection . The differen -
ce lies in one word : discrimination.

in the past, when relatively easy access to philatelic material of any kind
allowed the stamp collector to acquire philatelic goodies at random, and not
infrequently regardless of condition, collections often became vast accumu -

lations of stamps and thus also contained, more frequently than not, some
priceless material . As these collections were broken up and only the
valuable material extracted, it was easy to state that, had it not been for the
magnitude, the priceless residue would not come about.

At the same time -- in the past -- dealers in stamps competed with each other
in the quality and condition of their material . Today . in the face of the
high cost of truly choice stamp material, nothing but top quality and condi -
tion of a stamp will do .

	

It must be borne in mind that any questionable
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quality, condition or authenticity of a stamp invites an open-ended evaluati -
on as to the stamp's worth when it comes to an objective assessment . Of course
it is sometimes preferable to have something than nothing especially when it
comes to philatelic high-spots ; but here again, a subjective satisfaction can
cause disillusionment when the time comes to cash in the chips.

We live, presently, in very fluid times . Because inflation, currency ratio
changes and economic insecurity continue to force prices for good philatelic
material up and up . every serious collector should know that his own phila-
telic labour has increased in value correspondingly . Naturally, this applies
to top class material more than to the so-called 'garden variety .' Therefore,
there is no reason why the higher prices in the market should discourage him
altogether . As a dealer in England quite rightly pointed out in reply to one
of the author's more recent articles, the collector too is, generally speak -
ing, much better off financially than he was five or ten years ago . A greatly
interfering factor in the market place as far as the collector is concerned,
however . is the investor . The competitive strength of the stamp investing
public also works in two directions : it helps to escalate prices but also, by
the same token, draws more material onto the market . This is quite obvious
from studying the better European auction catalogues.

Where does this leave the collector? It is quite extraordinary how much stamp
collectors nowadays rely on bourse book perusal, auctions and magazine ad-
vertisements . All are armchair efforts . There also are the stamp shows with
their numerous dealers ; but the road which is likely to offer more rewarding
results remains shunned . This road is the collectors' club or society . Not
all societies can offer regional or local get-togethers where collectors can
meet and establish social contacts . But practically every society publishes
lists of their members with references as to members' specialties . Why not
communicate with your fellow members for their help or direct exchange of
information? There are many collectors who, thanks to their age, experience,
or involvement can help others with referrals in the search of that elusive
stamp . There are even collectors whose long standing involvement with the
hobby makes it no longer mandatory for them to compete with the latest quo-
tations of the market place . After all, what use is there in pursuing a hobby
if one adds to its possible demise?

And now let us be specific . 'i wished i had such and such a stamp' need not
remain a wish or a dream if you really want to make an effort . How many times
have you communicated directly with fellow members of the AHPS beyond what
you read in TELL? How often have you asked around as to who might know of
somebody somewhere who might help? Have you ever looked at your collection
objectively and wondered whether your 'also-ran' among your Altschweiz mater -
ial may not be worth exchanging for some top-class material in the Standing
Helvetia category? Maybe someone is in the same frame of mind the other way
'round? Questionable quality may fill spaces in your collection, but it does
nothing to elevate your overall collection's worth to a level of pride!

Many a Swiss stamp collection of note, here as well as in Europe, was not
born in an armchair. Their owners worked at them . They wrote letters to fellow
collectors (and still do, of course) . visit other collectors, attend auctions
in person, communicate with their clubs' or societies' members, study trends
and read articles in their stamp magazines . Of course, this all entails a
great deal of work.

There is an extraordinary belief among many stamp collectors that most of the
collections full of priceless gems were simply inherited . That people actually
dispose of stamps in order to acquire other material in exchange and literal-
ly trade-up rarely occurs to the multitude of stamp collectors . Stamp col-
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lecting need not be a rich man's game (though to have plenty of funds helps a
great deal :) but a hobby which requires a certain amount of imagination,
self-discipline (if you want to resist the modern "rip-off" fanfares of post-
al administrations) and above all, the willingness to deploy one's intelli-
gence.

Take a sharp look at your collection, inspect and identify each stamp for its
condition, quality and correct placement .

	

If you are not satisfied with what
you find, you can only blame yourself .

	

Now is the time to make the effort.
Times may even change to periods when choice material will again become more
plentiful and relatively less expensive, and questionable material utterly
worthless .

	

By them, of course, you may no longer care or even know about it!

Editor's footnote: A .H .P .S . members have the right and the opportunity to
use the 	 Bulletin Board" and "Trading Post" columns of TELL for the very
purposes Mr . Lesser describes . The AHPS Board, however, decided two years ago
not to issue a general membership list with addresses, because it wanted to
protect you from potential break-ins or rip-offs . Individually though, you
may always disclose, if desired, your address while seeking help from others.

MANNA; KUDOS
Robert Gleichenhaus writes : Dear Editor ; it is good news for A .H .P .S . members
to learn that you will serve as TELL editor . Your knowledge and expertise will
enhance the fine publication and I look forward to more interesting reading on
Swiss philately . -- It is the old saying . . .that many successful organizations
flourish because 10% of the members do 90% of the work, and it holds true with
A .H .P .S . with dedicated people like Bob Ross, Bob Clarke, Bob Zeigler, Charles
LaBlonde, Gerry Diamond, Mario the salesman, Harlan Stone and some others . who

are the devoted ones who cause our society to be so great.
Although I am geographically separated from the chapters, I pledge to help any
way i. can including the writing of articles on certain Swiss stamp collecting
facets.
Why not enlist the participation of ALL members, by setting up features such
as " My Favorite Swiss Stamp" (or cover), or "My Most Unusual Swiss Stamp Find"
etc ., etc . -- in other words, articles which any lay member can write without
a tremendous depth of knowledge on a particular technical area of Swiss phila-
tely, or stamp collecting.
By the way : you should consider reprinting the extremely interesting article
which S .S .Kahn wrote on Courvoisier where he had a personal tour of their
printing facilities, an unusual feat for this security printer . The article
was published in A .P .S .' American	 Philatelist a year ago.
Good luck on your new endeavor, and I hope this "call" to the entire member-
ship will bring forth some interesting articles .

	

Sincerely . Bob Gl.

Editor's comment : THANKS, and amen; and may some members do their share . As to
reprinting we must consider copyrights, and releases are not always obtained.

RECENT SPECIAL CANCELLATION CACHETS (Used in November and December, 19781
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SPECIMEN OVERPRINTS ; Edythe J . Rawnsley (Reprinted from Oct., 1977 Helv .N .L .)

The dictionary defines a specimen as a sample or part representing
the quality of the whole, a term which is often used more loosely.

In the case of " SPECIMEN" overprints on early Swiss issues, an
important distinction has to be made between postage stamps and postage dues,
since only in the first instance can they truly be regarded as "samples".
In the case of the dues, which can be found with such overprints, they
were not samples but normal stamps, ready to be used for the purpose for
which they had been produced, but were overprinted in comparatively large
quantities after the Post Direction by decree of December 16, 1891, deci-
ded to sell postage due stamps to collectors . Because every postage due
stamp had to be accounted for by the postman or post-office, all those sold
over the counter had to be made "invalid" . Later on, at the request of
philatelists (and particularly dealers) postage dues were sold mint or
cancelled to order.

Of more interest, however, are the real "samples", the earliest of
which were the postage stamps of the period 1862-1892, which were over-
printed for any one of the following reasons:

1. To distinguish printers' proofs.

2. To mark sheets of finished stamps used for the training of postal
employees or for record purposes, or

3. To mark 'samples' which had to be submitted to the Universal Postal
Union or postal authorities abroad.

The types of overprints varied:

1. Black overprints, 3 3/4 mm . high and 23 .6 mm . long, always com-
plete and clear on each stamp, from lower left to upper right cor-
ners, or from upper left to lower right corners.

2. Same overprint but aslant in center of stamp, the first and last
letters almost always at least partially missing.

3. Blue overprint, applied horizontally or almost vertically near
top or bottom of stamp, often across two and a half stamps.

4. Overprint 2 1/2 mm . high, 14 .8 mm . long in dark violet-black.

A few other stamps were also overprinted and are listed in Zumstein.

In the March or April TELL a related article to the above will appear, on
INCORRECTLY labelled machine trials, " essays " and the like. Author is Geor-

ges Schild, of Bern, Switzerland who is in charge of combattingphilatelic
fraud and related "activities" for the Assoc . of Swiss Philatelic Societies.

RECENTLY DISCONTINUED POST OFFICES : 8501 Erzenholz (1-1-79) ; 5624
Waldhäusern (1-1-79); 1482 Bol lion (1-1-79); 2126 Le Cernil (NE) (12-30-78); 9231
Alterswil (SG) (11-1-78) .

	

NEW POST OFFICE (seasonal): 7032 Laax 2 Murtschetg .

















Felix Ganz,Editor-pro-tem
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